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NEWSLETTER VOL XXI  
FY 2019 INITIATIVES 

 

Dear Readers, 

 

DCL today is 3 years old and I am proud to be part of it. Without a doubt, this is my best investment 

I have made in my life! Period….!! And my investment is my people. And without them, DCL is 

nothing but bricks and mortar. Last but not least is the investment in faith! I thank the word of God 

in each and every one of us always and throughout this journey there’s nothing short of miracles. 

Amen! 

 

As we have more and more MNC companies using our services, our new initiative come FY 19’ 

is ISO 9001 certification. We have started this journey since July and we target this Nov itself to 

achieve certification – No Holds Barred!   

 

Thereafter, we will proceed with GDPMD accreditation. We will target 3 pharmaceutical 

companies as key client providing E2E solution in logistics to East Malaysia. It is a long shot but 

I know our chances are good. Reason being, our agent over in East Malaysia shares the same exact 

passion if not better to do this. This can potentially mean we will be one and only qualified to do 

this up till door. Certainly, this business opportunity will give DCL and its agents the necessary 

push factor to bring the required value to customers.  

 

Concurrently, we are also embarking on a system upgrade where we will be able to track our road 

transportation PODs (Proof of Deliveries) effectively – local and to East Malaysia. Every barcode 

issued will be tracked on goods delivered, via system wise than currently manual. The system is 

so versatile that we can track based on shipment number, console number, customer name, dates, 

ports, etc. This will be a welcoming OS that we have been working very hard to come by where 

it’ll improve our services to our customers as to actual delivery time and date. Tentative go-live is 

scheduled this Oct as currently we are going through UAT.    

 

Our Door-to-Door LCL shipments to East Malaysia continues to grow. New accounts have been 

created by working with their team of mgmt. on how to go about bringing value to East Malaysians 

and improve their lifestyle better through our core business. Existing staffs are being trained to 

take on new roles whilst HR continues to identify talents to fill the void left behind by existing 

staffs. This way, we will be able to progressively built our DCL brand in a consistent manner. We 

are poised to break our 3800 cbm/ mth mark (minus our Pg & JB vol) by end Sept ’18.  
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Things-to-lookout-for; 

 

 
 

I will update again on progress and new developments of DCL next month. Till then, take care and 

see you here in this forum soon! God bless!! 

 

Sincerely, 

BL Cheah 

 

 

No Milestone Timeline Progress

1 Succession Plan Jan '19

2 Warehouse Expansion by 10,000 sqft Nov '18

3 Purchase 20 x 3-ton trucks Feb '19

4 Purchase 2 x 26,000 lit ISO Tank Nov '18

5 13-month Salary July '18

6 Out-patient Staff Insurance Oct '18

7 McLaren 600LT July '20


